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ABSTRACf.- The debate over the distinction between life form and generic ranks
provides the theoretical backdrop of this article. The case of the frailejoll folk
botanical taxon isdC'SCribcd and an attempt is made to define its rank. Thejraifejon
refers to a group of endemic plants of the high altitude paramo ecosystem (between
the timberline and the permanent frost zone, 2,800 to 4,700 m a.s.l.), distributed
throughout the northem Andes mountains of South America. The center of origin
and dispersion of this botanical group is the Venezuelan paramo, the precise
location of the fieldwork upon which this article is based. Ecological and floristic
characteristics of the paramo environment are described and the Paramero people's
identification, classification, nomenclature, use, and e<:ological association of the
jraj/ejon are reviewed. The evidence shows that the jraj/ejon category is botanically
polytypic and displays perceptual and taxonomic aspects of both life form and
generic ranks. The high salience of this plant from morphological, utilitarian, and
ecological points of view may help loexplain this structural complexity. This case
calls into question the validity and universality of a sharp distinction between the
two ranks.
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RESUMEN.- EI contexto te6rico de este articulo gira alrededor del debate sabre
la distinci6n entre los rangos generico y forma de vida ctnobiol6gicos. Un intento
por definir el rango del tax6n etnobotanico Irai/ej6n permite la incursion de los
autOTeS en cI debate mencionado. Seconoce comofrai/ej6n a un grupo de plantas
endemicasde1 ecosistema de alta montana tropical paramo (entre la Hnea contfnua
de bosques y la nieve permanente, 2,800-4700 m.s.n.m.), el cual se extiende a 10
largo de los Andes del Norte de Suramerica. EI centro de origen y dispersi6n de
este grupo botanico se localiza en los paramos venezolanos, justamente donde se
IIev6 a cabo el trabajo de campo del que provienen los datos de este articulo. Se
describen aquf las caracterfsticas florfsticas y ecol6gicas del ambiente paramo,
ademas de detallarse los rasgos de identificaci6n, clasificaci6n, nomenclatura, uso
y asociaciones ecol6gicas destacadas por los habitantes del paramo con TeSpecto
alfrailej611. Nuestros datos muestran que la categoriafrailej6n es botanicamente
politipica, ademas de presentar aspectos perceptuales y taxon6micos de tanto el
rango generico como del de forma de vida. Tal complejidad estructural pod ria
verse explicada mediante el alto grado de conspicuidad de este taxon dcsdc
diversos puntos de vista, morfol6gico, utilitario y ecol6gico. De esta manera se
cuestiona la validez de una distincion discrela universal entre los dos rangos.

Palabrasdave: paramo,frai/ej6n, etnobiologia, rango etnobiol6gico, flora andina.
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RF..5UME..- Le Mbat sur la distinction entre les formes de vie biologique et les
Tangs generiqucs seTt de toile de fond theoriquc a eet article. NOlls y decrivons Ie
casdu taxon ethnobotanique frailej6n ctcssayons dedefinir son rang. Le frailcjan
se referl a un groupe de plantes cndemiqlleS de I'ecosystem.. de haute altitude
paramo (entre ta ligoc superieure de la foret ct la zone de ncige permanente,
2800-4700 m), disperse a travers les AndC'S du Nord de L'Amerique du Sud. Le
centre d'origine et la dispersion de cc groupe botanique sont situcs dans Ie paramo
venezuelien, precisefficnt Ja au a etc ment'e la recherche sur laquelle cst base eel
article. Les caraCh.~ristiques &ologiques et florisliques de l'environnemenl du
paramo y sont decrites el I'identification, la classification, la nomenclature,
l'utilisation el I'association &ologique }' sonl passces en revue. Nos donnees
indiquent que la caU!gorie frailej6n est botaniquement polytypique et presente
egaleml:'nt les aspects perceptucls et taxonomiqut."s aussi bien des formes de vie
biologique que des rangs gcncriques. L'importance de cette plante du point de
vue morphologique, utilitaire et ecologique peut peut-etre cxpliquer cclte
complexite structurelle. Ce cas met donc en doute la validitc ct l'universalitc de
la forte distinction entre les deux rangs.

Motscles: paramo, fraiJej6n, ethnobiologie, rcgistreethnobiologiquc, fJoreandine.

THEORETICAL BASIS OF liFE FORM AND GENERIC RANKS

The concept of rank is a central element in most theoretical formulations of
folk biological classification (Glick 1964; Berlin et al. 1973, 1974; Berlin 1972, 1976,
1978,1992; Bulmer 1970, 1974; Kay 1975; Hunn 1976, 1977, 1982, 1987; Brown
1977,1979,1984,1987; Randall and Hunn 1984; Randall 1987; Wierzbicka 1985;
Atran 1985, 1987, 1993; Atran et al. 1997). The theory of Brent Berlin (1992) de
scribes a hierarchical organization of biological taxa into a minimum of three and
a maximum of six major ethnobiological ranks, and this basic taxonomic structure
has been confirmed for a considerable number of cultures (d. Brown ]984).
Ethnobiological ranks are conceived as being analogous to the ranks found in sys
tematic biology, In which taxa occupying the same rank are mutually exclusive.
The following ranks, ranging from most to least inclusive, have been recognized:
kingdom, life form, intermediate, generic, specific and varietal. Taxa of the same
ethnobiological rank usually (but not always) occupy the same level in a particu
lar taxonomic structure (Berlin et al. 1973:215; d. Atran 1993:53).

While the notion of rank is an intuitively appealing organizing concept for
explaining the obvious hierarchical structures observed in most (if not all)
ethnobiological classification systems, the ontological, epistemologicaL logical,
perceptual, and biological status of ethnobiological ranking behavior in general
and of some of the individual ranks in particular have been a matter of consider
able debate and disagreement among the principal proponents of ethnobiological
theory. The discussion about the naturalness, intellectual motivation, functional
ity, and definitional borders (Le. intentional and extensional limits) of life form
and generic categories has been especially lively and tendentious, marked by sev
eral competing points of view.

According to Berlin (1976, 1992), ranks are nonarbitrary and psychologically
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real (Le. not a mere cataloguing device imposed on the data by the analyst), and
correspond to distinctly bounded groupings of etMobiological taxa at different
levels of psychological and biological reality according to similar or comparable
internal degrees of variation within a category and external degrees of separation
between categories. His view of rank makes dear that the ethnobiological domain
is discretely partitioned by the folk taxonomist and not perceived in terms of con
tinuous variation. The high degree of correspondence between native genera and
scientific species is offered as partial proof of the objective reality of natural
discontinuities encoded in folk classifications, whereas instances of
noncorrespondence are attributed to external influence by the cultural domain
(Berlin 1973). Life form (e.g. tree, vine) is defined as the second most inclusive
rank, broadly polytypic, encompassing a few morphotypes, recognized on the basis
of a small number ofbiocharacters, and perceptually natural although it frequently
crosscuts phylogenetically valid natural categories, such as Family. The generic
category (e.g. oak, maple) is considered the nucleus of the classificatory system,
typically the most numerous category, the first recognized by children, implying
the naturalness and effortlessness with which it is discriminated, named by pri
mary lexemes, and mostly monotypic. Whereas most folk generics are observed to
be taxonomically included within taxa of life form rank, a minority of folk gener~

ics appears to be conceptually unaffiliated to life forms. Berlin accounts for the
taxonomic irregularity of the unaffiliated generics as resulting from morphologi
cal aberrance (e.g. bromeliads) or special economic importance (e.g. cultigens)
(B€din 1974, 1992).

An early alternative viewpoint to the universalist, intellectualist and objectiv
ist perspective of Berlin was offered by Ralph Bulmer, who endorses an integral
ecological model of folk biological classification in which the importance of the
specific cultural and natural environment in determining the taxonomic space is
emphasized (Bulmer 1974:11~2). He considers the higher inclusive taxa (Berlin's
life forms) as largely variable in configuration because local cultural as well as
perceptual criteria are used to construct the categorizations. In other words, the
generative criteria of categories - cultural significance, use patterns, and ecologi
cal relationships in addition to morphology and behavior - do not produce
pancultural patterns because they are dependent on culturally and ecologically
specific circumstances which are numerous and variable (Bulmer 1974:20, 1967:6).
The highly inclusive taxa are regarded as logically natural, but they may not al
ways be biologically natural (Bulmer 1970:1087; d. Hunn 1987). Instead, Bulmer
argues that biologically natural reality is more closely reflected by the lesser inclu
sive taxa which he labels the "speeieme," defined as the smallest perceptible natural
discontinuities differentiated lexically. This minimal natural unit is described as
being segregated not by single characters but on the basis of multiple overlapping
definitional criteria: morphological salience, habitat, and behavioral habits such
as nourislunent, reproduction, etc. (Bulmer 1967, 1970, 1974). This definition is
nearly identical to Berlin's concept of the folk generic.

Eugene Hunn (1976) rejects the strict taxonomic framework and instead elabo
rates a more flexible and process-oriented perceptual model of folk biological
classification, which considers the structural complexity (e.g. taxonomic anoma-
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lies, like taxonomic structures) and variability of folk biological classification sys
tems to be the product of the empirical perception of the classification space in
different environments. Life form and generic categories are distinguished by es
sentially different perceptual processes: deduction and induction respectively. The
life form category results from deductive processes in the sense of being monothetic,
defined by a few abstract features, arbitrary, special·purpose, and artificial in a
biological sense. By contrast, the generic category involves induction in being
polythetic, a gestalt (i.e. whole image) pattern abstracted from the sharing of many
concrete attributes, general-purpose, and natural in a logical sense. The natural
perceptual salience of the generic is defined in algebraic terms as the higher criti
cal ratio (CR) of a taxon or its higher inherent stimulus capacity [CR (t) > CR (t ±
n), where ±n indicates a taxon including t or included within it] (Hunn 1976:518
527). Offering an explanation to the ponderable recurrent non-transitivity of certain
reported taxa, HUIU1 argues that this definition of the generic in terms of CR per
mits a generic taxon to occupy different ranks depending more on empirical
phenomena than on theoretical axioms: the non-finite boundaries of taxa are gen
erated by the variable prominence (CR value) of the perceptions. The theoretical
problem of the unaffiliated generic is thus resolved as "a situation in which the
same taxon is both a generic and a life form ... i.e. ifCR(x) < CR(y) < CR(z), x, z 1y"
(Hunn 1976,520).

Hunn (1987) later qualifies his position somewhat regarding the perceptual.
biological and logical bases of the life form rank. He admits that some life form
taxa, notably "grass", "bird", and "fish", display clearly inductive "configurational
integrity" similar to folk generics whereas other life forms, such as "herb", "vine",
"mammal", and "wug" are indisputably deductive and artificial in nature. Mean
while, "tree" is considered to occupy an intermediate position in a logical and
biological sense - that is, lacking the nahtral configurational integrity characteris
tic of folk generics but nevertheless perceptually compelling. This qualification
implies that the perceptual and logical distinctions between life form and generic
ranks are not as clear-cut as Hunn himself stated earlier, and instead the differ
ences are more accurately conceived as a continuum ranging from artificial
deduction at one pole to natural induction at the other. Thus the question of what
rank a taxa should be assigned to may not be a simple either-or choice but rather a
matter of degree of conformity to whichever pole.

Robert Randall and Hunn (1984), building upon Hunn's earlier perceptual
model, argue that highly inclusive folk biological categories comparable in scope
and function to life forms are motivated by recognition of functional (Le. utility)
and ecological (i.e. local biodiversity) criteria in addition to perceptual attributes
(Le. behavior, morphology), and therefore are culturally idiosyncratic constructs.
Randall (1976:543~545,1987) further elaborates his opposition to universalist and
essentialist taxonomic thinking in stating that the structure of folk biological clas
sification resembles a perceptual network based on the fuzzy logic of focal or
prototypic categories with extended ranges rather than a rigid hierarchical scheme
conceived vertically in terms of transitive set inclusion and horizontally as mutu
ally exclusive classes. Prototypicality facilitates the grouping of different organisms
sharing a range of features through inclusion at peripheral positions of the class
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(Le. categoric membership grading, central nucleus, and extended percepts; see
also Gal 1973:206; Ellen 1975:221; Kempton 1978:44). Both higher inclusive and
generic categories are said to be characterized by this focal-peripheral logical struc
ture. Randall considers that generics frequently lack the attributes necessary for
focal membership in a higher inclusive category and the so-called unaffiliated
generics are those displaying unique uses and/or atypical perceptual attributes to
the degree that they are completely outside the ranges of the higher inclusives.

Scott Atran, influenced by classic Aristotelian philosophy (d. Mayr 1982; Ruse
1992), reaffirms the universalist, essentialist, and transitive taxonomic approach
to ethnobiological ranking. He refutes Hunn in stating that life form and generic
categories are equal in terms of deductive/inductive or monothetic/polythetic
logical distinctions, largely because biotaxa of aHlevel:; pertain only to essences of
kind (i.e. underlying nature) and not actual appearance. Logically necessary fea
tures are imposed on both sorts of taxa and hence there is no vagueness of
boundaries at either level. Atran considers the difference between life-form and
generic taxa as two-fold: the latter comprise subsets of the former and the life
forms divide the conceptual categories of biological domains into a contrastive
lexical field. As a result, the lexical system marking the Hfe forms make up
fimdfllllCnlllm divisionis, indicating a logical fractioning of the category into fea
tures that are "positive and opposed" along one or more perceptible dimensions.
The generics, by contrast, are characterized by a conjunction of features, and thus
in order to define a generic it is sufficient that the other generics lack one or more
of its attributes. The partitioning of a living kind as a generic represents a logical
flindall/enllllll relflfiollis, meaning a relational segregation of bioforms into speCific
configurations. Morphologically unaffiliated generics, also referred to as
monogeneric life forms, display both divisional and relational segregational as
pects and therefore arc simply double indexed in taxonomic trees at life form as
well as generic ranks (Atran 1985, 1993).

The preceding review of the ethnobiologicalliterature makes dear that the
concept of rank and in particular the distinction between life form and generic
ranks is a topic of widely contrasting opinion. Major disagreements persist re
garding the issues of the psychological reality, universality, functionality,
transitivity, prototypicality, naturalness, and bounded ness of folk biological ranks.
Scientific acceptance of one or the other competing viewpoints will depend upon
how well the theories conform 10 the empirical facts uncovered by further field
investigations. Studies of endemic bioforms in geographically restricted and eco·
logically stressed biomes may be especially revealing here in the sense of testing
the outer empirical limits of theoretical explanation by giving due consideration
to the so-called special or exceptional cases. Accordingly, the present article con
siders the case of thefrailej6n folk. taxon among Venezuelan Paramero peasants in
the context of the debate on ethnobiological rank. We consider thefrailcj6n to be
especially pertinent to this debate because it appears to display diverse percep
tual, logical, and biological features which have been associated with both life
form and generic ranks. Thus our specific aim is to describe what these features
are and analyze whether thejraifej6n should be defined as a life form or an unaf
filiated generic.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMO VEGETAL BIOTYPES,
THE CAULlRR05ULA

The high altitude ecosystem known as paramo in the northern Andes exhibits
a unique vegetation of about 3,000-4,000 species of vascular plants, of which 60°,{,
arc considered to be endemic (Luteyn 1992:6). Although there are different defini
tions of paramo, based on floristic, geomorphological, climatic, physionomic and
human features (sec L6pez 1993, 1995 for different notions of paramo), plants are
one of the most conspicuous features and not surprisingly constitute one of the
diagnostic criteria for distinguishing this tropical high mountain zone. The recur
rent presence of certain botanical types throughout the paramo habitat points to
the high biological potentiality in terms of species rietmess (Cuatrecasas 1968:165)
as well as the ecological restrictiveness in terms of mophophysiological develop·
ment. The most common life forms are: Caulirrosula (caulescent rosette),
Cryptofrutex (partially hidden, dwarf or prostrate woody shrub), Herba (herba~

ceous plant), Fascigramina (bunch grass), Proteretum (mat or cushion plants such
as moss, lichen and hepatica), Arbor (tree, usually small or even dwarfed but with
distinct trunk and crown), Frutex (woody shrub) and Suffrutex (subshrub: woody
at the base, herbaceous above) (Cuatrecasas 1968:166-69; Heldberg 1992:15;
Monasterio 1980:22; Troll 1968:29; Lauer 1979:33).

The botanical element is clearly emphasized in biogeographical descriptions
of the paramo as a high open humid region characterized by the dominating pres
ence of tussock, cushion and rosette plant communities (Lauer 1979:29-30). These
vegetationally distinct landscapes are discontinuously distributed in high eleva
tion islands, between 2,800 and 4,700 meters above sea level (Vuilleumier 1979:186;
Monasterio & Vuillcumier 1986:3), mainly throughout the Northern Andes of South
America (Lauer 1979:29; Azocar 1980:16) but with sparser formations extending
to Costa Rica in the north (Cordillera de Talamanca, 11° N) and to Hm'inuco prov
ince, Peru in the south (8° S). Isolated paramo biomes are also found in Panama,
on the humid eastern Andean slopes of Peru and Bolivia (Cleef 1978:367) and atop
tepllY (tabletop sandstone mountain) formations in the Guiana Shield (Cleef 1983).
Moreover, high mountain regions similar in ecological structure and function to
the paramos can be found between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn on all
continents: the Central Andes (punas), East Africa (afroalpine level), Malaysia,
Hawaii, and New Guinea (tropical-alpine level; Troll 1968:29; Lauer 1979:29;
Monasterio 1979:117; Monasterio & Vuilleumier 1986:3). It should be mentioned,
however, that studies carried out in the Colombian and Ecuadorian paramo have
raised questions about the origin of this biome, whether natural or human-made
(d. Balslev & Luteyn 1992; L<egaard 1992; Verweij & Beukema 1992). Specifically,
observations of vegetational dynamics in response to fires and grazing give some
weight to the hypothesis that human activi.ties are partly responsible for shaping
this particular environment (Ramsay & OXley 1996).

Paramo plant types are commonly characterized by a number of special mor
phophysiological features that crosscut phylogenetic lines and are thus explained
as resulting from adaptive convergence to the stressful climatic conditions pre
vailing in this environment Oahn 1931:105; BilJings 1974:403; Mani 1980: 127).
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Significant climatic parameters include: considerable diurnal fluctuation of tern·
perature (up to 25°C difference between minima and maxima), ocurrence of frost,
dry atmosphere, high intensity and rapid change of ultraviolet solar radiation,
and strong winds. Such conditions, along with highly drained soils, exacerbate
the potential dehydration of plants and therefore select for species with persistent
foHage and xeromorphic structure, despite the constantly humid weather (pittier
1929:29; Tamayo 1958:13-15; Cuatrecasas 1968:165; Heldberg 1992:21). High hu
midity is in fact largely offset by high solar radiation and low atmospheric pressure,
and consequently the vegetation cover is specifically designed for efficient ab·
sorption and storage of water (GuhlI982:43-44). The high rate ofevapotranspiration
induces the slow and stunted growth of many plants - for example, internodal
spaces are often shorter (Pittier 1929:29; Jahn 1931:105; Troll 1968:30), and also
exerts selective pressure on leaf size, shape, and structure. In regards to the latter,
common morphological traits include: spiral arrangements; spatulate, obovate or
oblanceolate overall shapes; lobed or dentate margins; broad apices; pinnate ve
nation; pubescent or tomentose surfaces; coriaceous (i.e. leathery) texture; and
thickened epidermic cells (PHano 1961:124; GuhI1968:208; Mani 1980:130; Azocar
1980:19). Especially common are the so-called "dwarf" and other low volume spe
cies as well as plant types growing very close to the soil (especially in rocky sites)
in order to maximize the capture of heat energy (Budowski 1968:157), as is typical
of cushion, cespitose (Le. tufted), and acaulescent (Le. stemless) plants.

The morphophysiological traits mentioned above overlap not just diverse
phylogenetic classes but also different geographical regions, being most prevalent
in the provenance zones of the contemporary paramo species. Evidence of open
habitats populated by paramo-like vegetation is found in pollen data of the Middle
Eocene (Van der Hammen & Cleef 1986:172). However, it is believed that the most
likely direct precursors of paramo vegetation evolved as early as five million years
ago in the Early Pliocene (Van der Hammen & Cleef 1986:173). The first indica
tions of a definitely paramo vegetation date to the Late Pliocene or Early Pleistocene
geological periods, around 1.9 million years ago (Van der Hammen 1979:55; Van
der Hammen & Cleef 1986:175, 182), and point to a neotropical origin. Later, bo
tanical traits originating from the holartic or austral-antarctic regions appear on
the scene (Van der Hammen & Cleef 1986:175; Monasterio 1980:22). Both groups
of plants successfully adapted to the paramo environment, the neotropicals to the
low temperatures and the holartics/austral-antarctics to the tropical thermal re·
gime, in which the diurnal range of temperature far exceeds the annual range.

It is the neotropical Caulirrosula life form (perennial caulescent rosette) that is
of most interest to us here. The presence of this plant type distinguishes the high
elevation ecosystems of the tropics from those of the temperate latitudes (Smith
1981:1). Smith (1981) affirms that it evolved independently in the high mountain
belts of Eastern Africa (Senecio, Carduus, and Lobelia), South America (Espeletia and
Puya), Hawaii (Argyroxiphium), and New Guinea (Cyathea), but is not found in the
extra-tropical highlands. In the Northern Andes, it is represented primarily by
members of the genus Espeletia (Asteraceae), and is deemed the most distinctive
biotype of the paramo biome (Cuatrecasas 1968:167, 1979, 1976:43-4). This plant
appears in the form of large rosettes (10 to 100 cm diameter), with whitish-grayish
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to yellow-gold, pubescent 10 tomentose (although a few species an~ glabrous),
densely basal or radical ohlanceolate leaves (10 10 70 em long, 3 to 50 em broad),
and with usually yellow (although orange-reddish in some species) s;capose and
bractcolate flowers. They are either acaulescent or erect (unbranched woolly
trunks), reaching heights up to 10 meters in undisturbed paramo. ThcCaulirrosula
is also represented by some plants of the genus PlIya (Bromcliaccac) but its pres
ence in the paramo is less common than Espeletia.

The genus Espeletia displays an extraordinarily high degree of diversification
and endemism, comprising about 150 species (Luteyn et al. 1992:74). As morc sped·
mens of this group of plants were collected, analyzed and described by Jose
Cuatrecasas (1934, 1954), the leading taxonomic expert of the group, significant
differences in habit and inflorescence were discovered and consequently the group
was reclassified into seven distinct genera based on the differential sharing of cer
tain floral, fruit and other characters. The entire grouping was then reconsidered
as a new sub-tribe, the Espeletiinae (Helianthae tribe, Asteraceae family;
Cuatrecasas 1976:47). The seven genera (Cnrmmbon, Tnmnnin, Libanothmmllls,
Ruilopezia. Coespeletia, Esptdetiopsis, and Espe/etia) correspond to various taxonomi
cally significant growth forms: three types of trees, four categories of acaulirrosula
(acaulescent rosette), and two kinds of caulirrosula (one of which is subdivided
into two types). The latter group includes the most characteristic "form ofjr{/.ifej6/1"
(Cuatrecasas 1976:45; Robinson 1981:35):

The biotype of 'caulirrosula' with short or long stem, is the most character
istic feature of the plant life of the high tropical mountains. It accounts for
the physiognomy of the most part of the paramo vegetation (Cuatrecasas
1976,46).

The Espcletiinae inhabit an area stretching about 1,700 km from L1anganatis,
Ecuador to EI Avila, Venezuela, with the largest concentration of taxa being found
in the Sierra Nevada de Merida in Venezuela (Cuatrecasas 1986:274). All seven
genera, four of which are endemic, as well as 65 endemic species are found in the
Venezuelan Andes alone (see Figure 1). Thus biogeographical evidence supports
the hypothesis that this latter area corresponds to the center of origin and disper
sion of this botanical sub-tribe (Cuatrccasas 1986:275; Robinson 1981 :35). The genus
Po{ynmia, which typically inhabits tropical mountain forest zones, is believed to
be ancestral to the sub-tribe. £. neriifolia Seh. Bip., one of the 15 arborescent forms
with a currently wide distribution, has been identified as the most primitive mem
ber (Smith 1981:2).

Sometime during the Pliocene or Pleistocene, the Andes reached their present
height (Schubert & Vivas 1993:29, 307; James 1975:62-63; Vuilleumier & Ewert 1978)
and probably about the same time an ancestor of the Espeletiinae evolved "along
the Venezuelan Andes" (Cuatrecasas 1986:275). Early to Middle Pleistocene sedi
ments from the Venezuelan High Andes have been analyzed for pah~ological
reconstruction (Rinaldi 1993:200; Salgado-Labouriau 1986:203). The prindpal sources
of pollen and spores from this period are the Asteraceae and Gramineae, including
members of the Espeletiinae. It is believed that the proto-Espeletiinae were peren
nial, evergreen, woody, shrubby, branched, and had xcromorphic foliage (Rinaldi
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CAR I B B E A N 5 f A
Ca. - Carrambaa
Ca. - CaEspeletia
Es. - Espelelia
Esp.- Espelel;aps;s
U. - Libanalhamnus
Ru. - Ru;lapet;a
Ta. - Tamania
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FIGURE 1.- Geographic Distribution of the Espeleliinae Sub~Tribe.

1993:201-202). Isolated islands of paramo environment were probably invaded by a
proio-Espelettinae, "presumably by genotypes of arborescent forest species similar
to E. NeriifoJia- producing numerous isolated populations. This comparative isola~

tion combined with new selective forces imposed by the paramo environment,
apparently contributing to extensive speciation" (Smith 1981:3).

The seven genera of the Espeletiinae exhibit various biofonns and occupy con
fined areas. The genus Yamallia for example is monotypic and restricted to very
particular areas; it consists of medium-sized trees and is found only in the paramo
of the Tama-El Cobre massif (Cuatrecasas 1986:275) on the Venezuelan-Colom
bian border. Seven arboreal species belonging to the genus Carramboa are restricted
to the cloud or humid mountain forest of the Merida Andes (Cuatrecasas 1986:
286) in the States of Trujillo, Merida, Lara, and Tachira in Venezuela. The genus
Libanotlwmuus is characterized by trees of xeromorphic structure and shows a vcry
wide distribution, from the Colombian Tama paramo, throughout the whole Ven
ezuelan Andean Cordillera, and even appearing in the Venezuelan Coastal
Cordi11era. The characteristic form of Ruilopezia is a branched or monocarpic
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caulirrosula and it j:; restricted to the ecotone between the paramo and the mon
tane forests, with the exception of four species that inhabit open paramo, from
Lara State, Venezuela in the east to the Colombian border in the west (Cuatrccasas
1986:281). The genus Coespeletin, described as a polycarpic (i.e. producing mul
tiple fruits)caulirrosulan biotype, is endemic to Merida Slate, Venezuela with some
species adapted to the dry desertic paramos (Cuatrecasas 1986:298). The Espe/etiopsis
are also characterized by the caulirrosula form, but some individuals reach up to
12 meters, "raising their sclerophyllous rosette to the top of the canopy"
(Cuatrecasas 1986:283), in cloud forest, whereas others grow mostly in the more
open paramos. finally, the Espeletia, which is of prime concern to us here, is "the
most representative genus of the ecological concept of paramo" (Cuatrecasas
1986:288). Espeletia is a gregarious genus specially adapted to cold and humid
habitats, developing best in the paramo proper even though it has a low repro
ductive rate. It usually appears as the dominant species in altitudinally or
topographically circumscribed, spatially segregated communities (e.g. at the top
of peaks), which over prolonged periods may thus differentiate into sub-species
or new species (Cuatrecasas 1986; Sturm & Rangel 1985; Smith 1981; Robinson
1981). About 45 species of Espeletia are reported for the Merida paramos (Vareschi
1970:293), which correspond to the area of fieldwork described in this article. Some
of the5e species are endemic to localized areas and others also exhibit a very re
stricted distribution.

RESEARCH SITE AND FIELD METHODS

The fieldwork on which this research is based took place in two glacial valleys
in the paramo mountain level ranging from the timberline to the border of the
snowcap. The two localities are situated in the northernmost part of the Northern
Andes in the Merida Cordillera, Venezuela (7"30'-10"10' Nand 69"20'-72"50' W;
Schubert 1980:29), which is divided into a Northern Range (Culata) and a South
ern Range (Nevada) (see Figure 2). The first locality, the Las Gonzalez valley
(3100-3800 masl) in the Conejos paramo extends seven kilometers and is located
in the northwest sector of the Northern Range. in 1988, the valiey had a resident
population of 144 people distributed among 22 dispersed homesteads. By 1992
some families had emigrated to another mountain valley or closer to the city of
Merida, and the population was reduced to 84 people. The second locality, the
Micarache valley (3000-3700 masl), located within the Llano del Trigo paramo in
the south-eentral part of the Southern Range, is about six kilometers long and is
home to 75 people grouped into 12 family compounds. Environmentally, both
valleys display the characteristic glacial and periglacial features common through
out the paramo habitat (Schubert 1980). Culturally, the people are monolingual
Spanish-speaking peasant farmers who maintain a traditional paramo subsistence
oriented lifestyle, although some market participation has recently been adopted.

The contemporary human inhabitants of the paramo, known as Parameros,
display a cultural pattern which is likely the result of syncretization processes
between Indian and Hispanic populations. The permanent (i.e. year-round)
prehispanic human presence in the Venezuelan paramos has not yet been conclu-
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FIGURE 2.- Map of the Field Study Sites and Surrounding areas.

sively demonstrated, but archaeological (Wagner 1967, 1973; Rivera 1992),
ethnohistorical (Rodiguez Xuarez 1558; AH Merida 1791, 1803, 1804, 1806, 1807
and 1837; Sim6n 1627) and ethnographic data (L6pez 1992) confirm at least a very
longstanding seasonal human presence. One may infer the survival of Indian traits
mixed with Hispanic cultural features among contemporary Paramero people,
especially in regards to subsistence strategies and speech habits (i.e. antiquated
Spanish dialect laced with some indigenous-derived lexical items) (L6pez 1992).
The Parameros traditionally maintained a subsistence-based economy and this
emphasis has changed little except that some cash-cropping is now practiced. The
main economic activities include field agriculture (with potatoes as the main crop
plant), dooryard gardening (secondary crops, medicinal plants, and flowers), cattle
husbandry (on a very small-scale, with no more than a few animals per family),
occasional fishing (primarily trout), and the gathering of a wide variety of wild
plants (mostly for local consumption or occasionally for sale). The construction of
paths. lodgings, fences, and plows are important ancillary activities.

The first author carried out intensive fieldwork from March to August 1988,
dividing her time between the two sites mentioned in rotating stays of 3-4 weeks.
Both authors participated in a follow-up srudy in December 1992 and again in
June 1998, which weTe limited to the Las Gonzalez community. The research con
sisted mainly of botanical collections and systematic interviews with 90 people of
different sex and age groups, 60 in the Las Gonzalez community and 30 in
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Micarache. Additionally, 40 children aged fOUf to 12 (18 girls and 22 boys) from
these two localities and another paramo community, Gavidia (Southern Range),
were interviewed individually about the most salient paramo plants. Three kinds
of data were thus obtained: botanical material (plant specimen collections), oral
ethnographic data (interviews about ethnobotanical topics), and behavioral eth
nographic data gathered through daily participant observation with the Parameros.
A total of 1121 botanical samples were collected with 23 paramero collaborators in
the Northern Range and 27 collaborators in the Southern Range. The samples were
deposited in the Manuel Ovalles Herbarium at the Venezuelan Central University
and have been partially identified by the curator, Stephen Tillett. The interviews
account for the core of the data on which the present paper is based and covered a
range of ethnobotanical topics and techniques: free association listing of plant
names, recording of nomenclature and activity signatures during plant collection
trips, queries about the morphological characters and ecological ranges of par
ticularplant types, and free ranging conversations dealing with plants held within
the household compounds. In addition to direct questions about particular plants,
the Parameros were also asked to define the paramo environment, through a set of
circumscribed questions such as: "What is the paramo?", "What characteristics of
the environment (landscape, animals, plants, etc.) define the paramo?", "Where
does the paramo begin? and end?". All but one Paramero (98.9%) mentioned the
frai1ej6n as the most characteristic environmental feature, in reference to the entire
range of salient features (and not just botanical parameters) of this ecosystem.

From the beginning of fieldwork, it became evident that the Parameros are
well acquainted with the extreme climatic conditions of the paramo (wide daily
temperature fluctuations, frost, constantly high humidity, etc.) and how these in
fluence or nurture particular plants that grow almost exclusively in this
environment. Plant gathering is a daily activity among the Parameros and most
people possess an impressive knowledge of a large number of the plants inhabit
ing their local environment. No significant differences in plant knowledge
according to gender were detected, although systematic comparisons were not
made. Although there is no formal method of teaching local botanical knowledge,
the elderly impart their wisdom to the younger generation during trips moving
livestock to new grazing ranges, working distant farm lots, and plant gathering
excursions. The latter activity is oriented to finding plants for household use and
for sale in rural and urban markets, where considerable demand exists for certain
specimens, especially medicinal plants.

PARAMERO CLASSIFICATION OF THE FRAILEJ6N

Analysis of the data supports the belief that the daily close contact of the
Parameros with plants stimulates alternative ethnobotanical classifications orga
nized on the basis of three distinct semantic dimensions: morphological, ecological
(or contextual), and utilitarian. This three-part classification system reflects the
different ways that plants can be cognitively distinguished or associated and is
productive and flexible by nature, thus easily permitting the people to situate (or
add) any plant (including new ones) they encounter within their botanical
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encyclopedia. All Parameros possess a basic or core knowledge of their plant
environment, meaning that a large number of plants are commonly identified and
named by everyone. However, this basic knowledge is mediated by an individual's
particular life experience with the flora (L6pez 1991).

Thejrailejon is the first plant group learned and apprehended by children. It
was among the first five kinds of plants mentioned by 87% of the 40 children inter·
viewed, and among the first 10 plants stated by all respondents. Furthermore, the
jrailejon was also considered to be the single most representative plant of the
"paramo proper" habitat. We hypothesize that the extreme overall salience of this
plant is enhanced by the combined effect of it being regarded as simultaneously
salient on morphological. utilitarian, and ecological grounds. Thus thejrailejon is
cognitively outstanding due to its highly distinct form, multiple uses in the
Pararneros' everyday life, and floristic conspicuousness (i.e. numerical dominance
within the vegetal community). Almost the entire sample of adults interviewed
underlined its pronounced importance from all three points of view. The classifi
cation of the jrailejon from each point of view and the significance of each
dimension for the rank determination of this folk botanical category will be con
sidered next.

Morphological Classijication.- According to Paramero oral tradition, the group
of plants calledjrailejon acquired its name as a result of its perceived similarity to
a friar walking partially hidden by the fog or mist. As this etymological tale would
suggest, it is our argument that thefrailejon taxonomic group is perceived by the
Parameros as a complex yet unitary (i.e. gestalt) image, thus similar to the way
folk generics are normally perceived. At the same time, however, other cognitive
features of this class suggest it corresponds to the rank of life form. We argue that
one reason for this case of cognitive complexity (and indeed ambiguity) is the fact
that perception of group distinguishing morphological features actually occurs at
two levels of abstraction. On one hand, the Parameros recognize global attributes
such as size, shape, and texture that correspond to abstract attributes (d. Huon
1976:509) and usually define segregates of larger inc1usivity. We contend that this
process (deduction) generates the frai1ejon category as a fundamentllm divisionis
(Atran 1993). The second level focuses on the concatenation of unique structural
parts of the plants, like flowers or inflorescence, pubescent or tomentose leaves,
stemless (acaulescent) or ligneous stems (monocaule), succulence and depth of
roots or rhizome, as well as altitude above sea level where the plant habitually
grows. The referential features here are equivalent to concrete attributes (Huon
1976) and usually generate segregates of lesser inclusivity corresponding to the
minimal discontinuities in nature (d. Berlin et al. 1974) of the conceptual form
described asjundamentum relationis (Atran 1993). However, we intend to show
that such relational (or inductive) processes also form a core part of the organiza·
tion of thejrailejon taxon in a higher inclusive sense. In sum, our analysis of the
jrailejon as a morphology-based folk botanical taxon identifies both divisional
and relational conceptual processes as responsible for the category generation.

The taxonomic status of frailejon in relation to the other higher inclusive rank
categories of the Paramero botanical classification system clearly suggests its place
ment at this higher taxonomic level. The Paramero life forms uncovered by the
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present research include five taxa which have been commonly reported in the cth
nohotanicalliterature (d. Berlin el al. 1973, :1974; Brown 1984): arhol 'tree', arbolito
'small tree or bush', bejllco 'vine', yerba 'herb', and pasta 'grass'. Two other cul
ture-specific catcgories,frailej6n and dictamo, are not included within any of the
aforementioned taxa, but are classified during free association list exercises as kinds
of mata 'plant', the named unique beginner of the domain. Thus from a purely
taxonomic perspective it appears thatfrailej6n and dictamo correspond to the life
form rank level. Nomenclatural and biological evidence also support this conclu
sion. Consistent with previous formulations of the hallmark characteristics of the
life form rank (Berlin 1992), these taxa are named by primary lexemes and consti
tute classes composed of highly polytypic and biologically divergent organisms.
In addition to these higher inclusive taxa, several unaffiliated generics have also
been identified: cana 'cane', musgo 'mosS'r paja 'straw', and papa 'potato'. How
ever, the degree of polytypicality within these latter categories is notably smaller.\

The considerable polytypicality and biological divergence of members within
the frailejon class has been proposed as partial evidence of its status as life form
rank. Figure 3 provides a taxonomic schematic representation of the internal dif
ferentiation of the class as well as the correspondence of folk to scientific taxa.
From a folk standpoint, the group is divided into at least 20 different named segre
gates at the first descending taxonomic level, while five of these categories show
further differentiation into subtypes on a still lower taxonomic level for a total of
27 terminal taxa. Meanwhile, this same inventory of plants is classified by scien
tific systematic botanists into at least five- genera: Espeletia, Gnaphalillltl, Lucilia,
Oritrophium and Paragynoxis, all in the Asteraceae family, the last three kinds be
ing of neo-tropical origin (Asteraceae; Luteyn et at. 1992:74). Four of these genera
(all but Paragynoxis) are in him polytypic. The Espeletia group is especially di
verse, with thirteen distinct species being represented here. It is interesting to note
some departures in the correspondence oJ folk to scientific taxa. Five species of
Espeletia (£. wedde/li, E. moritziana, E. tlurantia, E.lindenii, and £. spicllta) are mildly
overdifferentiated (into two or three folk segregates per scientific species). On the
other hand, underdifferentiation of scientific species and genera is observed in
just two terminal folk taxa, frailejon mora:do (three species of Orithropllilllll) and
frailejo1l amarillo gr(mde (two species of Espeletia).

In addition to the included taxa mentioned above, three other segregates
(viravira,familia del frailejoll, and si1l1lOmbre 'no name') are tentatively grouped
under the frailejoll folk category in figure 3 (marked with the broken lines). The
first of these refers 10 members of the genera Icurtcgia and Gnaphalilllll, whereas
the latter two were identified as corresponding to the genus Senecio. However, this
inclusion refers only to a qualitatively more distant (i.e. extended range) connec~
hon, based on the fact that the informants refrained from directly calling them
frailcjoll, but did expressly recognize some degree of affinity through statements
such as: "esa es familia del frailejoll" 'that belongs to the family of thefrailejon',
"0 sea q"e van juntas porque son del misll10 familioll" 'they go together because
they belong to the same family', and "esas son ia misma cosa" 'they are the same
thing'. These extended range taxa are cited here as providing partial evidence in
support of our claim that the higher inclusive category in fact constitutes a graded
or fuzzy set class.
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FIGURE 3.- Taxonomic Representation of the Frailej6n Folk Category
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Nomenclaturally, the entire class can be designated by the primary lexeme of
/railejDn. At a lesser inclusive level, jrailej6n also names the class prototype or
focal taxon, identified botanically as Espeletia schultzii. This taxon may also be called
frailej6n comun, f. chiquita, or f. de embojotar queso, but this binomiality is op
tional and it is more commonly omitted. We have designated this taxon as the
class prototype due to the fact that a large number of our paramero collaborators
explicitly identified it as the "truejraiIej6n" or "properjrailej6n". The other lesser
inclusive taxa are named by simple unproductive primary lexemes (e.g. Q"Qstrada,
tutana, tauco, and chirique),2 complex productive primary lexemes (e.g.fraiIej6n
cito and frailej6note),3 secondary lexemes (e.g. f amarillo, f dorado, f e'lndio,
etc.), unnamed or covert categories (familia de frailej6n and sin nombre), and
tertiary lexeme constructions (e.g. f. amarillo fino,f amarillo grueso,f amarillo
grande, etc.). Nomenclature is not, however, a consistent indicator of taxonomic
level since both primary and secondary lexemes contrast at the first lower inclu
sive level, whereas primary, secondary, and tertiary lexemes contrast at the lowest
inclusive level. Furthermore, the primary lexeme frailej6ncito is actually
polysemous, referring in one case to a polytypic class composed of species of the
Gnaphalium and Lucilia genera and in the other case to the monotypic taxon also
known as f. morado, made up of various species of the Orithrophium genus.

A strictly taxonomic model of thefrailej6n group, as depicted in figure 3, un
derestimates the true complexity of the internal structure of this folk category. A
consideration of the contrast and combination of diagnostic attributes used to dis
tinguish the different types offrailej6n is necessary in order to get a better grasp
of the variable perceptual distances among different taxa and to appreciate our
claim that this folk category encompasses elements of both life form and generic
ranks. Table 1 presents a list of the diagnostic morphological, ecological and utili
tarian attributes according to each folk taxon. The inventory of specific
morphological attributes found in this table (second column) can be analyzed in
terms of thirteen abstract (i.e. widely applicable) attributes or dimensions of op
positional contrast: (i) plant shape (rosette or not), (ii) plant size (large vs. small),
(iii) plant stem habit (acaulescent vs. stemmed), (iv) leaf color, (v) leaf length or
size (short vs. long, thick vs. thin), (vi) leaf toughness (tough vs. bland), (vii) leaf
texture (tomentose vs. pubescent), (viii) flower color, (ix) flower stem (scapose vs.
nonscapose), (x) flower texture (hairy vs. smooth), (xi) flower disposition (com~

pound vs. noncompound), (xii) root toughness, and (xiii) root size. Certain
attributes are sometimes transparently named in secondary lexemes indicating
lower inclusive taxa; for example, color if. amarillo,f. plateado, f. morado, f. dorado,
etc.), size (f.gigante,f. chiquito, etc.) and texture if. motoso,f. tieso, etc.). Produc
tive secondary lexemes reflecting the cultural context if e'indio, f. cigarr6n, etc.),
as opposed to ecological context, were also recorded. Taxa at the lowest inclusive
taxa are usually distinguished by nomenclature referring to the attributes of leaf
size and color (e.g. f. amarillo grande, f. amarillo fino, f. dorado fino, f. plateado
grueso, tutana blanca). The typical ecological range, mainly referring to different
altitudinal levels, of the plant constitutes another important defining feature (see
third column) but this is rarely expressed in the nomenclature (to be discussed
below). The distribution of morphological attributes within the set of segregates is



TABLE 1. Folk perceptual, ecological and utilitarian diagnostic features involved in the discrimination of the different
"classes of Frailejoll"

Name (5) Morphological Ecological Utilitarian

frailej(m,f. comull,f. grows attached to Ihc grows in groups L.cm::i:: wrapping m<ltcrial for cheese, butter or eggs; bedding for domestic
dt tmbojotar 1"tSO, ground, long firm whitish- throughout the enti~ animals; maltn'S5 stuffing; p<llching of holes in house walls; spongl'S, for
f. chiqllrto grayish cottony basal leaves paramo range·' cle....ning household artifacts and for personal bathing; toilet paper; feminine

in rose-like arrangements, sanitary napkins; animal food; human food . .llt.idI.z~!t>lwdsll!1!l (turrxa): fire
intense yellow compound burning fuel. SOlVflludfloum :ornamental, in christmas nativity S/:CnL'S,
nowers. mortuary artS, and spiritual altars.~: medicinal.~:medkirull, good

for he....ling nasal and bronchial infections (dtstilad'eros) and neck "'"lins (hoyas).

fraj/cjdll dejabrica whitish-grayish cottony relatively natopcn S01lll:alld /lourn:: omamentnl.
/i". leaves in J'QSlI'-like arrange- spots, in proper

ment, hairy stem. p<lramo'"

frailejdn amllrillo long yellow cottony leaVL'S, grows in patches near ~:: bedding of domestic animals; mattress stuffing; sponges, for cleaning
branched nower stem. lakes, in ~Illnro bajera household artif<lcts and for personal bathing; toild paper. Drv IIWfagroUlld s!w

('lowt'r paramo',...• : fire burning fuel. S'Q[rr a/ldpQli'tr5: olThlmenta1.

frailtjdn amarillo grows attached to the ground, proper paramo'" IJmU:r.KrQund stem: fire burning fuel.~: ml'Ciicinal.
fillo yeUowish s1ishtly hairy leavES

in rose-likc arrangement,
compound flowers.

long broad yellow cottony grows in the IUghESt/ ~: fi~ burning fuel.!.cal!I::i: domestic animal bedding. Whol( plaut:
fruilej6n amuril/o leaves, ornnge-rcdd ish coldl'St areas of the orn<lmentill.
grandt compound flowers. paramo'

sk'mless, grows attached to grows in groups ncar .l.t.miJ:::i:: domestic animal bedding; mattress stuffing; patching of holes in house
fro.i1tjo>l amarillo the ground, broad tough rocks, highest/coldl'St walls; sponges, for personal bathing; feminine sanitary napkins; toilet paper.
grueso yellow hairy leaves in rose- areas of the paramo'

like arrangement_

long broad yellow cottony grows in the highest/ ~; medicinal.~: ornamental.
frailtj61l dorado lIeaves, orange compound coldest areas of the

flowers. paramo'

long smooth greenish- proper paramo'" ~: medldnal. SlmJ.: fire buming fuel.l..tJu.!a: domestic animal bedding.
frailej61l dQrado whitish leaves in rose-like
/i". arrangement, short thin stem.

frailejd" e'i"dio long firm silver-g~ cottony gcreek deltas and Scupe IIlId flowrrs:; om<lmentaL Roots !Iud kapt'S and Stem min: medkinal.l...an!a
leaves in rosc-Uke arrange- dried lake beds, in : sponges~for cleaning household items and personal bathing; animal food;
ment, short thin stem. proper paramo'" human food.



TABLE 1 Continued

Name (5) Morphological Ecological Utilitarian

frailejfm gigante large single stem hairy proper paramo·" ~:: sponges, for cleaning household items and for personal bathing (of
plant gray-white leaves in children); toilet paper. Stem mjn : combustible fuel.
rose-like arrangement.

frailej6n platea'o firm silver hairy leaves in hwnid areas in proper &:!!Jli.: medicinal. infusion for alleviating astluna attacks, cough and bronchial
rose-Iike arrangement, thick paramo'" infections. &sin.: fire burning fuel. ,Xqpeand /lowers: ornamental.
soft compound flower with
long stem.

chirique grows close to ground level, wet-rocky areas in Whok plaut:: omamental.
silverish slightly hairly proper paramo and
leaves in rose-Iike arrange- highe...••••
ment.

frMlej6n platea'o grows close to ground level, proper paramo··· &ape and /lowers:: ornamental. &:!!Jli.: medicinal.
jabricll grnesll long silver hairy leaves,

long branched flower-stem.

frlli1ej6n pllltell'Q single short and thick stem, ptframo ealen/ano Scope and IWwers:: ornamental. &:!!Jli.: medicinal.
ft·, long silver hairy leaves in ('wanner

rose-like arrangement, p<iramo')"·····
branched flower-stem.

frailej6n tieso,f small plant, grows close to wet-rocky areas in &:!!Jli.: medicinal.~: medicinal, goOO for healing nasal and bronchial
verde ground level, small and thin proper paramo and infections and neck pains. Whole plant: animal food.

greenish leaves, large thick higher..•..
~,.

frailej6n casco small plant, grows close to wet-rocky areas in B.QQl.s.: medicinal. mixed with F. morado for curing bronchial infections.
e'burrol rllUCO ground level, long green proper paramo and

leaves, large thick tough higher·..••
~•.

frailej6nlanoso single hairy stem, soft or lower paramo and ~:; sponge for personal bathing; toilet paper; feminine sanitary napkins,
bland cottony leaves in rose- proper paramo···.. Leaves lind roots: medicinal, prepared as a tea and drunk for reHeving chesl
like arrangement. I pain.

frailej6n de jabrica white-green hairy stem, monlaRa ('closed ~:: domestic animal bedding; mattress Sluffing; patching of holes in house
lanuda hairy leaves attached 10 canopy forest') and walls; sponges for personal bathing; toilet paper.

stem, while hairy com- proper paramo·······
pound flowers.



TABLE 1 Continued

Name (5) Morphological Ecological Utilitarian

fraj{tj6n fargo brood whitish h.1iry h.'aves, mainly lower paramo No uses reported.
lots of yellowish compound and less so in proper
flowers. paramo·'·

fraife:j6n de afgud6n cottony small plant, short entire paramo range" 1...ml:f:>:: domestic animal beddijng; mattTesS stuffing; patching of holes in house
h.1iry stem, lots of white- waJL~; $rot!( amt fIawcrs :ornamental.
g~nleavcs.

fraile:joncito grov.·s dose to ground level entire paramo rangc" No uses K'JXlrted.
but with very short hairy
stern, lots of white-gret.'Il
cottony leaves, creamy-
yellowish compound nO\.·:c!'S.

frailejoncito small cottony plant, long grows near rocks in the Wlwle plalll:: omam~ntal,

peqlle:rio grayish leavt'S. highest/coldest areas
of the paramo'

fraile:jondto small cottony plant, bland proper paramo'" Whgle plant:: omamental.l..rill!fi: domestic animal bedding.
mot'llo off-white hairy leaves.

frailejonc:ito moroso smaU cottony plant, grows in grows in humid soils ~: medicinal, for cough and chest pain. Whole: pllmt:: medicinal, prepared
a chain-ljke alTaIlgcmcnt and in the proper as beverage and taken for menstnJa! ailments and varicose veins.
forms mattress-like patches. paramo'"
whitish hairy Leaves,
ycUowish--white nOWCTS.

frrlilejon moradol tiny plant, grows very dose wet and shady spots, Roo/s, Iqwes and flowers :medicinal. prepared as a beverage and taken for
mora'o to ground level, green hairy ncar lakes and digestive and circulatory disorders; commercial-medicinal, famous asthma

leavcs, white-violet swampy lands, in the remedy.
compound flower. proper paramo"

jrailej6n dgorrOn grows dose to ground level grows among rocks in Whokplanl : mt,<!icinal; animal food.
but with short somewhat the highest/coldest
hairy stem, green hairy leaves areas of the paramo~
ill mse-likearrangement,
violet compound flower.

frailejonote small trw. tough broad grows in monospt.'Cific SJt1!l :construction. house or fence pol~; technological, shaft of agricultural
slightly hairy leaves, whitc stands or forest patches tools.~mrt. : fire bUming fucl.l.I:.Illn:: sponge, for deaning tools.
hairy flowers. of few specics in the

proper p<Uamo'"



Name (s) Morphological Ecological Utilitarian

jrai/ej6n de awolito small tree but taller than grows in groups in the SkIn: construction, house or fence pole; technological, sh<lft of agricultural
frui1rjonale, tough oblong dosed c.mopy fore;t or tools. Woody parts: fire burning fuel.
hairy leaves. whitish flowers. lower p.uamo····..••

arrastrQ'/Q stemless plant, grows dose grows in the highest! S@Jfaudf/crwcQ:ornamental. Wlrale plmlt;; anirn.11 food.
to ground level, yellowish- coldest areas of the
whitish hairy Icav..'6 in rose- p"...mo·
like arrangement, cream
colored compOlmd flowers.

"'tana small cottony plant, grows proper paramo'" Whc>Je ¢anI:: animal food, eaten by call1e.l..&rn!n : domestic animal bedding;
in a chain-like arrangement, construction, patching for house walls
whitish hairy leaves, hairy
stem.

tutana blanca cottony plant. grows in a proper paramo'·' l.t!!m:: domestic animal bedding; construction, patching for house walls.
chain-like arrangement,
whitish hairy leaves, white-
yellowish flowers.

vi,avi,a slightly hairy stem, cream- proper paramo'" Roots and /eqves: medicinal, prcpared as a beverage and as a poultice (applied
while hairy and cottony to feet), lor curing influenza, fever, hypertension, and body aches.~::
leaves, cream- white domestic animal bedding.
compound flowers

vi,avi,a mf.lcho tough slightly hairy stem, grows in groups in the Counterindicative as fire burning fuel or as domestic animal bedding.
cream-while hairy leaves, lower paramo··..
hairy compound flowers

viff.lvir6n tough hairy stem, cream- proper paramo'" ~;: domestic animal bedding, especially rabbits.I,(Qll(S and flowers:
while hairy leaves, hairy medicinal, prepared as a beverage along with the flowers of E colllli" and
compound flowers. drunk as a cough supressant.

familia dl'f frai/ej6n small cottony plant, white grows in groups in the No uses reported.
hairy leaves, yellow flowers. lower paramo····

sin IIQmbre hairy herb, oblong hairy grows in groups in the Whok l,lam;: ornamental; animal food, eaten by (allie.
leaves, yellow flowers. lower paramo····

TABLE I Continued

• over 38(X)..4{l(X) masl aprox.
•• from 2.5OJ to 4700 masl aprox.

••• between 32(X)-4(XX) masl aprox.
•••• between 3000--35CXl masl aprox.

..... between 3OlJO.4500 masl aprox.

...... between 20c,0.3lXXl masl aprox.
....... between 1500-J5(X} masl aprox.
•••••••• between 19lXl-3OlXl masl apro
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FIGURE 4.- Nonflowering Individual of the Frailrj6,. comu,. (EsprldjQ schultz;i).
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not entirely even or random. Notice that several specific attributes are more widely
distributed among numerous members of the group, namely: rosette shapes,
acaulescence, pubescent leaves, white-silver-green colored leaves, and seapose
flowers. These are in effect the dominant morphological attributes that define the
entire grouping, and indeed their clustered yet variable distribution throughout
the class point to the existence of a prototypical gradient. Thefrailej6n (cornun) is
characterized as an acaulescent rosette, with long (5-100 em) whitish-grayish firm
pubescent basal leaves, yellow scapose compound flower, and grows up to ap
proximately one meter high (see Figure 4). Thus the morphological makeup of the
focal taxon largely coincides with the attributes that are found to be dominant
throughout the entire class.

The varying significance of the abstract attributes among different taxa within
the group, the existence of a class prototype, and the implied class membership
gradient point us toward the generic-like (i.e. configurational set) aspects of this
life form-like category. However, the perceptual complexity and indeed ambigu
ity of this category, whether generic or life form, became apparent to us during
interviews in which we asked our Paramero collaborators to name the defining
features of the frailejon group in general and the prototypicfrailejon in particu
lar. On one hand, a number of them were simply unable to abstract single
morphological features and suggested that the most appropriate way to know the
plant is simply to look at it, thus implying that they apprehend the group as a
gestalt-like totality. On the other hand, a minority of people did point out some
abstract attributes, such as plant shape, referring particularly to the rosette ar
rangement ("una mata redonda que se abre desde el centro" 'a round plant that
opens from the center'), the pubescent leaf (lanosa 'wooly', algodonosa 'cotton
like', cobijosa 'blanket-like'), and/or the scapose flower (flores altas 'tall flowers').
Such expressions seem to provide us with a divisional (i.e. positive and opposed)
type of contrast with the other so-called life forms.

An examination of the variable distribution of attributes among the different
types offrailejon permits us to chart the pattern of graded membership (i.e. per
ceptual distance from the prototype) within this grouping. Gradations may be
observed in terms of particular attributes: stem habit (or height), for example, ranges
from acaulescent (pega'o al suelo, 'attached to the ground') (e.g.f. comun E. SchuItzii;
f. dorado E. aurantia;f. mora'o O. venezuelense, O./imnophilum;f. motoso L. Longi.folia;
f. motu'o G. Antennarioides) to monocaule (e.g.f.largo G. moritzianum;f.gigante E.
alba;!. platea'o E. Floccosa;f. e'indio E. cf./indenii) to tree-like (up to 3 meters tall)
(e.g. frailejonote P. venezuelae;f. de arbolito E. neriifoiia). But, due to the multiple
overlapping of certain attributes, the distance of a taxon from the prototype can
also be interpreted as a function of the number of attributes that it does not share
with the prototype, as depicted in figure 5. Those taxa (tutana,f. largo,frai1ejonote,
f. fabrica lanuda, f. morado, f· de arbolito, frailejoncito, and f. cigarron) shown
within the outer ring of the concentric circle drawing, labeled as "generic con
trast", differ from the focalfrailejon (comun) by five or more specific attributes.
We consider that this number of differences adds up to a configurational gap of
gestalt-like proportions, instantaneously appreciated from its general aspect, and
thus similar if not equal to the contrast between distinct folk generics. Those taxa
if. dorado,j. tieso,j.gigante,f.lanoso..f. de algodon andj. casco e'burro) depicted
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FIGURE 5.- Relativc Perceptual Map of the Fr{/.ilejoll Highcr Inclusive Category.

in the middle ring, labeled as "mixed specific-generic contrast", differ from the
focal taxon by three or four specific attributes. This level of difference is perhaps
more than what we would expect to find between folk specifics (d. Berlin 1992:102
108), but we would still hesitate to postulate an instantly recognizable
configurational or total image (i.e. generic) contrast. Rather, it appears to be some
where in between. Those taxa (arr{/.strada, f. jabric{/. /ina, f. e'illdio, f. amariffo,
and f. pfatea '0) included in the inner ring, labeled "specific contrast", differ from
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the class prototype by no more than one or two specific attributes, noticed by
detailed inspection, and therefore correspond to the expected difference between
folk specifics. Within some of the small circles, we have drawn even smaller circles
to indicate inclusive subordinate taxa. Taxa at this level are distinguished
nomenclaturally by a tertiary lexeme (e.g.f. plateado fino,! plateado grueso) that
refers to a very specific formal attribute, and thus are similar to what Berlin has
called folk varietals. Finally, the taxa belonging to the far extended range of the
class (viravira, familia de frailejon and sin nombre) are shown in a smaller par
tially tangent, slightly overlapping circle.

Ecological Classijication.- The strong cognitive association of thejrailej6n with the
paramo landscape is reflected in the use ofecological attributes to define the higher
inclusive class as well as to distinguish among the lower inclusive taxa. By eco
logical attributes, we mean the habitat of the plant as expressed in terms of
altitudinal range, geological features, humidity conditions, or interspecific asso
ciations. The ecological parameter may in fact be more important than
morphological criteria when it comes to conceptualizing the entire grouping of
plants, for the most common answer to our question about what are the defining
features of the jrailej6n was that it is a plant that grows exclusively in cold envi
ronments and uniquely in the paramo. Thus a higher level of consensus could be
observed regarding the ecological definition of the jrailej6n as opposed to the
naming of diagnostic morphological traits.

The jrailej6n not only stands out as the most ubiquitous and conspicuous
biotype in the paramo, but it is also common to find more than one species inhab
iting the same area. The prototypical Espeletia schultzij displays the broadest

FIGURE 6.-A Typical Paramo Landscape Dominated by Frailej6n Plants.
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distribution (growing between 2,500 and 4,700 m.a.s.I.) <lnd is usually the domi
nant species throughout its entire range (see Figurl' 6). Due to its exceedingly
common appearance over the landscape, it is sometimes aptly called thefrailejoll
com,ill. No other fraifejoll segregates are explicitly named by ecological f(,iltures,
butthe ecological range is nonetheless an important attribute recognized and ver
balized by many of our Paramero collaborators. ParticulCH types of frnilcjoll are
closely associated with different mountain ecological zones. Six such zones, corre
sponding to distinct altitudinal ranges, topographic features, and biDtic
communities, were recorded: mal/tat/a 'dosed canopy forest', boca e' paramo
'paramo-forest ecotone', paramo bajero 'subparamo, gradual slope', paramo
CtIle"tallO 'subparamo, steep slope', propio paramo 'paramo proper', and Ji/os
mas altos/frios 'superparalllo' (d. L6pez-Zent 1995). Within the paramo proper,
more geogr<lphic<llly circulllscribl'd lllicrocnvironlllcnts arc discriminated and ex
pressed through a variety of Icrms, such as: barro/cllI/atf(j 'crCl'k confluence or
delta', pedreglll 'rocky patch', }Jtwtfllwl "swampy land', laguna 'lake', lagllfltl
tapada 'dried lip lake', seco 'dry region', saballtl 'rdatively flat open spot', and
hosl/fle 'wooded spot'. Thef. e'indio, for example, is frequently found growing in
humid soils, such as the creek deltas or dried lake beds, andf. morado typically
inhabits swampy lands (see Table 1).

Ulilitnriml Clnssijicntioll.- The considerable utilitarian significance of the frailejon
plant group should also be considered <In important cognitive property that con~

tributes to its overall recognition value, in a collective (i.e. higher inclusive) as
well as individual (i.e. 1Q\.\'er inclusive) sense. Many of our collaboriltors verbally
identified the higher inclusive ciltegory with <l notion of generill and recurrent
utility. A sampling of their statements to t-his ('Heel include: "esa es fa mtlta qlle

FIGURE 7.- Parameros collecting Frai/ejo/l.
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mas jllsamos lIosotros" 'that's the plant thai we use the mosl', "esa se usa pa'
toi'tico, jcsa si es giiclla!" 'that's used for everything, it really is (a) good (thing)'.
or "a lIosotros todo fo mas la bllscamos diorio, no vi! qlle erect en todo la'o aqlli
en e1 paramo" 'above all else. we look for it on a daily basis. Don't you see that it
grows everywhere here in the paramo.' (see Figure 7).

A lotal of twenty use classes explicitly recognized by the Parameros have been
identified (Lopez 1991:364-3n), of which twelve describe uses of diffcrentfrailejoll.
These include: medicinal, ornamental, firewood, animal feed, human food, con
struction, animal bedding, human bedding, personal hygiene. cleaning agent,
fertilizer, and food wrapping. The most widely applicable use class is medicinal,
since nearly half of the terminal taxa in the group are recognized for such func
tion. The distilled essence of the roots off. coll"lll, I. morado or f. e'i"dio comprise
the most common key ingredients, along with other herbal roots, of the jarabe
paramero. This well known elixir, it is believed, is endowed with multiple cura
tive properties, including a cure for the so-called jllmores.4 Frailejo". amarillo
litlO,j. dorado, I. dorado lino, f. pfatea'o lino, and f. pfatea'o jabrica gmesa may
also be used to prepare the jarabe paramero, but are nol considered as essential as
the previous types. The leaves off. cigarroll are soaked in miche 'cane liquor' and
poulticed on the sales of the feet (pfatltilfas) in order to alleviate fever, while a tea
is prepared using the whole plant and drunk as a remedy for severe headache
(almorratlas). The stem resin of f. e'indio is boiled and then rubbed onto rheu
matic body parts. The rools and leaves of this same plant are imbibed in order to
relieve cough and chest pain, and more importantly are considered instrumental
in restoring the vital internal organ known as ClIajo.5 The root of f. pfatea'o is
famous as a cough depressant and is even sold on the market on a small scale.

Numerous nonmedicinal uses of the jrailejon were also mentioned and ob
served. The tender hearts of f cOIll,i" and f. e'itldio arc considered edible, and
although rarely eaten nowadays were formerly consumed in soups or confections.
The leaves of several kinds, most commonly f dorado, f. amarillo and f. COlllf/1l,
are used in the fabrication of domestic animal shelters (for horses, mules, cattle,
poultry, dogs, and cals), in the manufacture of tamos 'mattresses', or for chinking
drafty house walls. Leaves are also used as sponges for cleaning utensils or for
personal bathing and hygiene, as feminine sanitary napkins (during the menstrual
period), and as handkerchiefs. The prototypical jrailejoll, sometimes called f de
embojotar queso, is appropriately used 'for wrapping cheese' or eggs. The woody
stem of thejrailejo"ote is hewn in order to manufacture JrorC01les (structural poles
in the houses), fences and garroc1ras 'agricultural tools'. The entire inventory of
uses according to plant type is described in the fourth column of table l.

What is the classificatory significance of the multiple use pattern outlined here?
rt is logical to suppose that the everyday special-use of various types of leaves,
siems, roots, and flowers would provide sufficient motive for the Parameros' abil
ity to discriminate minute similarities and differences among the different species.

CONCLUSION

The Paramero perception and classification of thelrailejoll plant group have
been reviewed here and it was found that this folk laxon exhibit<; features charac-
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teristic of both life form and generic ranks. In attempting to explain this case of
classificatory ambiguity, we began by pointing out that it is highly significant from
different cognitive and behavioral points of view: morphological, ecological. and
utilitarian. On onc hand, the outstanding salience of the higher inclusive category
of frai1ejoll vis-a-vis other such categories is due to the combined effect of the
distinct appearance of its members, its conspicuous presence throughout the
paramo landscape, and the great number and frequency of uses. On the other
hand, discrimination of lesser inclusive taxa within this folk botanical group is
also enhanced by the knowledge of particular attributes according to three (in
stead of just one) semantic dimensions, thus leading to the considerable internal
taxonomic variation we have described here.

The taxonomic evidence reviewed here showed that the frailejoll is not grouped
under any of the more common (Le. cross-culturally present) life form categories
abstracted by the Parameros. Thefraiiejoll, along with the dictamo,6 are higher
inclusive categories unique to Paramero folk botany that appear to be generated
by morc than purely biomorphological criteria, thus confirming Bulmer's (1979)
claim that higher inclusive categories are constructed upon ecological and cul
tural considerations. The life form status is also suggested by the group's broadly
polytypic and biologically divergent composition. From a folk standpoint, at least
20 lower inclusive taxa were identified and a few of these taxa are further differen
tiated at a lower level. Scientifically, all members of the group belong to the
Asteraceae botanical family, but they encompass six genera, three of which are in
lurn polylypic for a total of seventeen species (and possibly more since determi
nations of some of the plant material collected are still in progress). Meanwhile,
the fuzzy set character of the higher inclusive category is suggested by the discov
ery of covert categories of plants considered to belong to the "frailejon family"
but not designated as full-fledged frailejon.

Categorical complexity is also reflected in the nomenclatural patterns observed
herc. The termfrailejotl is used polysemously to refer to the higher inclusive group
ing of all the plants discussed above or to the lower inclusive prototype exclusively.
However, the prototype can also be named by the alternative binomial construc
tions off. chiquito,f. cOlmlll, or f. de embojotar queso. Significantly, the modifiers
refer to salient morphological (i.e. plant size), ecological (i.e. population frequency),
and use (Le. food packaging) features respectively. Among other taxa at the lower
inclusive level, one observes a variety of nomenclatural forms: secondary produc
tive lexemes, primary productive lexemes, and primary unproductive lexemes. At
the lowest inclusive level, secondary or tertiary lexeme combinations are found.

Turning to the identification of taxa, we have argued that two cognitive pro
cesses are involved here. The higher inclusive concept offraifejoll is apprehended
as a total image phenomenon, with the prototypical attribute complex serving as
the focal image for the entire group. Within the group, a range of perceptual dis
tance between the prototype and other lower inclusive taxa was observed based
on a count of the number of shared attributes. Some taxa differ from the prototype
by no more than one or two very specific features, indicating that the perceptual
gaps between them are relatively small. Meanwhile other taxa are perceptually
more peripheral in that they differ from the prototype in a more integral way, by
at least five distinct attributes (pubescence or tomentosity of the leaves; shape of
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leaves; acaulescence or monocaulescence, etc.). The degree ofcontrast among lower
level taxa thus ranges from folk specific-sized to generic-sized gaps. The finding
of generic-like perceptual contrasts at the lower inclusive level gives further weight
to the claim that the higher inclusive category offraiIejon approximates the rank
of life form and should not be considered as merely an unaffiliated generic. In
other words, the solution of double indexing this taxon at both ranks must be
ruled out on empirical grounds. Furthermore, when describing the affinity of more
distant taxa to the prototype, Parameros tend to speak of one to a few abstractable
attributes such as long whitish hairy leaves, scapose flowers/inflorescences, and
acaulescence. This sort of deductive discrimination for purposes of associating
perceptually more distant taxa with the prototype implies that a divisional con
trast between the higher inclusive grouping and other higher inclusive categories,
however latent, is in fact being made. We have also observed that individual mor
phological attributes of thefrailej6n are sometimes abstracted in order to provide
a reference mark for describing other plants, such as 'this plant is round or has
woolly leaves, like the frailej6n'.

The prototypic structure of the higher inclusive fraiIej6n segregate and the
range of variable perceptual contrasts among lower inclusive taxa provide a chal
lenge to Berlin's (1992:31) previous definition of rank as "comparably sized
perceptual gaps." In short, we believe that a model of rank based on rigid notions
of perceptual discreteness and category boundedness is unable to explain the em
pirical complexity observed in thefrailej6n concept. In our opinion, a continuum
concept of rank provides a better fit between model and data in the case studied
here. That is because it is more consistent with the concept of graded category
membership and more importantly is more capable of accounting for certain higher
inclusive biological taxa whose perceptual salience is more natural or integral than
others. Regarding the latter point, we concur with Hunn's (1987) observation that
some higher inclusive (Le. life form) categories are as perceptually natural as folk
generic categories or somewhere in between, and propose that thefrailejOn is one
of them. This finding in tum supports the position that perceptual salience is con
trived more as an empirical issue rather than a theoretical axiom, and therefore
the particular biological, ecological and cultural context is a potentially important
influence on the structure and depth of etlmobiological rank observed in different
cultural settings.

Accordingly, we offer an empirical ecological explanation of the paradOXical,
rank-crossing mode of classifying thefrailej6n group. Our explanation focuses on
the peculiar evolutionary and biogeographical history of this plant grouping within
the paramo biome. Cuatrecasas (1986:274) has written that the original center of
the Espeletiinae (Asteraceae, tribe Heliantheae) is found in the Venezuelan Andes,
in the Cordillera de Merida. It is well known that centers of origin of biological
genera and species are marked by high diversification of organisms within a rela
tively compact area. Diversification is attributed to the fact that processes of
speciation are assumed to have longer histories (Le. more time in which to diver
sify) in these regions. Where the process of diversification is older and more
advanced one should also expect to find a greater range of differences among
species since some specific distinctions reflect relatively recent separations while
others are the result of more ancient separations. Thus some species of frailej6n I
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Espe/etia fOW1d in the paramo have diverged relatively recently and are differenti
ated for systematic purposes on the basis of the number of petioles shown. In fact,
a number of the key traits used by biosystematists to identify different species of
Espeletia involve the florescence or reproductive parts, which often appear for short
seasonal periods in the paramos, thus for much of the year the plants do not dis·
play flowers or fruits. It just so happens that the Espeletiinae geographic center
named by Cuatrecasas corresponds to the local environment where our fieldwork
took place. How docs the local population respond when the local area they in
habit is a center of biological origin and dispersal marked by high diversification
locally of a group of related organisms? In this case we see the smalle:r differences
(recent changes) treated as contrasts at the specific rank and the large:r differences
(ancient changes) treated as generic distinctions. Meanwhile the over'all high bio
logical diversity of this dade within the same local environment stimulates
classificatory treatment of the group as a segregate at the life form rank.

Finally, we would like to point out a more general significance of the present
case study for the advancement of ethnobiological theory. The study of endemic
or distributionally limited plants or animals and of folk classifications systems
operating within ecologically unique regions such as centers of biological origin
and dispersal or stressful ecosystems may serve to expand and refine the current
outlines of ethnobiological theory. For too long, theorists have regarded these kinds
of organisms or areas as exceptional and hence theoretically uninformative. We
hope to have shown on the contrary that the study of so-called aberrant organ
isms and spatially restricted ecosystems may provide useful theoretical insights.

NOTES

1 Certain genera of the Bromeliad (e.g. Pllya) and Orchid (e.g. EllermtJl1Is) families are also
treated .1S unaffiliated generics because they arc not included within any higher inclusive
taxon,

2 The last three segregate names mentioned here appear to be of Indian origin, judging
from their phonetic characteristics. However, no linguistic studies of the aboriginal lan
guages of this region were made before they ostensibly went extinct nor can it be con
firmed (although speculation abounds) that speakers of these languages survived to the
present day. Notice that the bot<mical terms are primary lexemes, as may be expected of
folk generics.

:> The primary lexemcs,jrailejon·cito 'small frailej6n' and Iraifejoll-ote 'la:rge Irni/ejott',
contrast according to the dimension of size, the lexemic form thus consistin,g of two mor
phemes (plant name + size modifier suffix).

4 II/mores refers to a I'aramero ethnomedical concept, somewhat difficult to apprehend
because there is no precise equivalent in modern medical thought. It is tentatively trans
lated here as an infc<tion that affccts different body parts or functions, such as the bron
chus, circulatory system (e.g. varicose veins), or menstrual cycle. A frequently mentioned
symptom of this infection is white urine.
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5 The Parameros believe that the concept of human beingness entails the possession of at
least four vital elements: the body, thc soul, the cuajo, and Ihc pa/ttilla. The latter two are
said 10 be located in determinate positions within the human body and there they should
remain still or only move slightly within well defined restricted spaces. Such areas arc
delimited differently according to the age, sex, and fertility status of a person. The cllajo is
situated above the abdomen to the right side of the navel and the pa/etilla is housed just
below the right rib cage in the upper section of the! stomach. Maintaining the correct posi
tioning of these organs is considered to be absolutely critical to the continued life and
health of human beings. Thus any abrupt or sudden movement of them can endanger the
life of a person. The sudden appe.or.once of unexplained disorders or pain, especially ab
dominal ailments, are interpreted as symptom.otic of such movements. to the event of their
movement, the Parameros deem that the correct position can be restored only by way of
sohns 'masS<"1ges' performed with certain plants, and therefore they regard such plants.os
permitting and extending their lives.

6 The dictamo consists of at least nine folk species and is highly polymorphic, perhaps
more so than the frailejon category. Three species of this group have been identified as
belonging to three different botanical families (PO<"1ceae, Campanul.1Ceae, and Ge.ntianaceae).
The main criteria for class inclusion appear to be cultural (i.e. ideological) and functional:
that is, these plants are considered to be invested with chemical-spiritual powers relating
to notions of vitality and immortality among the Parameros and thus they arc typically
employed in the concoction of youth elixcrs and the like (see LOpez 1991: 310-312, 371-373,
413-414).
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